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Googled it and I also found it. Well, as I mentioned before
your driver won't work on Windows 7, so you should install
another OS. Since, I don't have the time to do it right now
and also I didn't know which OS to install, I suggest you to
use Windows XP 32-bit and download it here here ! Or, I

found somewhere that this Hardware and Device Manager
will show the relevant missing PCI drivers and install them.

Download it here here I got the same error and tried to
follow the steps but even after installing it says not a real

serial port, then I tried to use another tool given by windows
itself which detects and installs the missing drivers for the
device but when I click finish its says "serial ports could not
be found". I also tried to search in device manager but no
drivers either. What should I do? Uninstall all USB devices

that are related to your problem, then power cycle the
devices, and then reinsert the devices. If Windows detects a

device as a new device, it may require the driver for the
new device. If the device is not added to the computer after
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the device is powered on, or it is not recognized as a new
device, you may need to apply a new driver for your

computer. The RS232 module has a maximum data transfer
rate of 9,600 bps. If your system can't successfully install

the driver on your Windows 10 computer, it means that the
Windows software is compatible with the hardware on your
computer. If you are still experiencing problems, you may

need to upgrade your system's OS. You may install the card
manually by opening the Device Manager and double-

clicking the Microsoft serial port controller
(RTSC9038U01.sys). Select the driver of the card in
question and click Fix problems. If the software is

compatible with the hardware on your computer, you will be
notified that the update is complete.
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Read and Write to Windows Registry. Pass and Write. Save
and Write a Keystroke History. You can even save all your

Password. All your passwords are generated with a
Password Generator. You can even encrypt your keystrokes
with the Password Generator. The Password Generator runs
on your PC and encrypts your keystrokes with a Password.

The Password Generator is a freeware utility that has a
variety of options. It's easy to use, and free. Only one of the

options requires the user to interact with the Password
Generator GUI. This is not the only Password Generator that

is available. There are others. However, Password
Generator works fairly well, with many options for you to
explore. The program is not just for keystroke loggers,

however. Comprehensive Windows registry data collection
and backup utility, supports automatic or manual saving to
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a file. This free utility uses a database instead of files. All
data is stored in an easy to search format. You can search
for specific data in just a few seconds. DeliverFiles is a free
file delivery software for Windows system, has the ability to
deliver multiple files at one time, supports chaining files to
a single exe or zip file as a single package, supports bulk

file download. The designed interface is so simple, easy to
use. Some features of DeliverFiles: "Chaining" for the

package structure. You can design the package structure by
chaining file, e.g., 'image.jpg' 'image.jpg' 'download.exe'
will be the package structure, you can easily download

these files by one click. If you need to verify your hardware
address, follow these steps: Go to the Device Manager
window Click on Your WCH PCI ExpressDUAL SERIAL >

Device Manager Click on the Active display icon Verify that
you can see the proper default icon for your device Enter
the device number manually (ex: 0x0C26) 5ec8ef588b
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